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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a detection method reconciling input–output price analysis with spectral 

graph analysis, which is useful in partitioning a whole network into sub-networks under a 

certain cut criterion. The method is used to detect industrial clusters in Japan that have been 

influenced remarkably by the rapid increase in crude oil prices during 2000–2007. 

Furthermore, the structural decomposition analysis using the cluster information enables us 

not only to visualize the structural changes in the industrial clusters (i.e. costly influenced 

industrial clusters), but also to examine the effects of the changes in the inter-industry 

transactions within the clusters on the commodity prices. The empirical results obtained using 

the 1990–1995–2000 linked Input–Output Tables of Japan show that the Japanese economy at 

least in 1990 comprises 45 industry clusters largely influenced by the oil price rise. In 

addition, the clusters during 1990–2000, whose internal structural changes reduced the effects 

of the increased oil price, include Research and Development cluster, Cement cluster, 

Household air-conditioners cluster, Printing, Industrial Soda Chemicals cluster, Plate Making 

and Book Binding cluster, and others, which can be considered superior clusters. The 

Research and Development cluster are composed of many electric and machinery sectors, 

whose input structural changes causing a decrease in the oil price pressure contribute greatly 

to the reduction of the effects on the whole economy. Conversely, those clusters during 

1990–2000, whose structural changes increased the effects of the rise in the oil price on the 

economy include Other Business Services cluster and Water Supply cluster. The former has 

added its pressure within the cluster and influence on the other clusters attributable to the 

development of an advanced information society. 

Keywords: Oil price pressure, Spectral graph theory, Structural decomposition analysis, 

Input–output analysis 

 

1. Introduction 

Crude oil is a scarce resource that is used for various products aside from petroleum 

products and the plastic products. The crude oil import rate of Japan is almost 100%. 

Domestic prices of goods and services are strongly affected by unstable import prices of 

crude oil. To reduce the effect of increased crude oil prices on production costs, Japanese 

firms have attempted to reduce the use of energy-intensive materials that use crude oil. 

However, it is also true that the efforts at the individual firm level and sector level have 

already reached their limits. 

This paper presents the argument about how to determine industrial groups which can 
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reduce oil price pressures effectively. Although the Japan Standard Industrial Classification 

(JSIC), which is classified (defined) by similarities of production technologies and product 

functions, is used as the policy unit for example in case of providing subsidies for the 

promotion of saving energy and reducing oil price pressure (see Cabinet Office, Government 

of Japan, 2007), energy policy that is based on the JSIC does not give different industries 

incentives for mutual cooperation with the intention of reducing oil price pressure. An 

important problem is the manner in which we can objectively define the most effective policy 

units in the whole economy. 

To detect the appropriate industrial groups (industrial clusters), this paper reconciles 

input–output price analysis (e.g. Chapter 2 of Miller and Blair, 2009) using spectral graph 

analysis (e.g., Shi and Malik, 2000; Zhang and Jordan, 2008), which is useful in partitioning 

a network into sub-networks under a certain cut criterion and which detects industrial clusters 

in Japan that have been influenced remarkably by the rapid increase in the crude oil prices 

during 2000–2007. We propose the industrial clusters detected analytically using the 

proposed method as the energy policy units instead of using aggregated industrial sectors in 

JSIC codes. 

Furthermore, the structural decomposition analysis (Dietzenbacher and Los, 1998, 

Fujikawa et al., 2007; Hattori and Hitomi, 2007, Chapter 13 of Miller and Blair, 2009) using 

the cluster information from the reconciled analysis enables us not only to visualize structural 

changes in the industrial clusters, but also to examine the effects of changes in inter-industry 

transactions within the clusters on both commodity prices and the inflation rate in the whole 

economy. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the proposed method. Section 3 

provides data sources. Section 4 provides the results and discussions. Finally Section 5 

concludes this paper 

 

2. Method 

In this section, we formulate the input–output price model and reconcile it with the 

spectral graph model. Then the structural decomposition analysis is conducted based on the 

information related to industrial clusters detected using the method described above. 

 

2.1 Modified input–output price model 

Following the standard price model (see Chapter 2 of Miller and Blair, 2009), domestic 

commodity prices are estimated as 1))((  dmmd AIvApp , where dp  is the row 

vector of the domestic commodity prices, mp  is the row vector of the imported commodity 

prices, mA  signifies the input coefficient matrix for the imported commodities, v is the row 

vector of the value added, d
A  is the input coefficient matrix for the domestic commodities, 
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and I is the identity matrix. Accordingly, if only the crude oil price (i.e., only the element of 

crude oil sector in the row vector of the imported commodity prices) rises, then the domestic 

prices influenced by the oil price increase can be estimated as 

1** ))((  dmmd AIvApp ,           (1) 

 

where *mp  denotes the row vector in which the rate of increase in crude oil price is added 

only to the crude oil sector and the value of other sectors is 1. 

Following Kagawa et al. (2009), we decompose the domestic input coefficient matrix 

belonging to both energy-related product sectors and non-energy sectors as follows. 
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Substituting eq. (2) into eq. (1) and transforming it, *dp  can be reformulated as 

 

1

21

** ))()((  ddmmd
AILAIvApp ,  (3) 

 

where  
1

L I A


  d  represents the Leontief inverse matrix whose element lij denotes the 

direct and indirect input of commodity i required for one unit of the production of commodity 

j. Defining ))(( 1

* dmm
LAIvAp   from the right-hand side of eq. (3) as w , then

 jww  represents the pressure from crude oil prices placed on the domestic product prices 

in non-energy sectors j. Using Ŵ , which is the diagonal matrix of jw  elements, we obtain 

the following eq. (4): 

 

1
2 )(ˆ  d*d AIWNP ,                (4) 

 

where 1

2 )(  dAI  represents the direct and indirect input coefficient matrix for non-energy 

sectors. Consequently,  *d

ij

*d NPNP  is useful to represent the increase in payments from 

non-energy sector i to non-energy sector j, which results from the pressure associated with a 

hike in crude oil prices. 
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2.2 Reconciling modified price model with spectral graph model 

The matrix  *d

ij

*d NPNP  in eq. (4) can be interpreted as a directed graph whose 

weights denote the effects of the increase in the crude oil price on the payments from 

non-energy sector i to non-energy sector j. To obtain information related to the total oil price 

pressure between non-energy sectors i and j, we further converted the directed weighted 

graph into a undirected weighted graph  *

ij

* qQ  by adding the effect on the payment from 

non-energy sector i to non-energy sector j to the effect on the payment from non-energy 

sector j to non-energy sector i, if ji  , as 
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    (5) 

 

It is noteworthy that 
*

ijq  is set to zero if ji  . 

Here, the weighted degree of each sector (i.e. vertex) is computable as  j

*

iji qd . This 

study examines the case such that the graph  *

ij

* qQ  shown in eq. (5) is partitioned into 

two sets A and B. For this study, we also define a cut criterion (cut value) as follows (see von 

Luxbrug, 2007). 

 


 BiA,j

*
ij

BjA,i

*
ij qqABCutBACut ),(),(     (6) 

 

Solving the minimization problem of eq. (6), we can find the two sets (i.e. two industrial 

clusters) such that the sum of weights (i.e. oil price pressures) of edges (i.e. intermediate 

transactions) between vertex i belonging to the set A (non-energy sector i belonging to the 

cluster A) and vertex j belonging to the set B (non-energy sector j belonging to the cluster B) 

is minimized. However, when the cut value in eq. (6) is employed and its minimization 

problem is solved, a vertex is well known to be detected as a set. For the mathematical 

problem, Shi and Malik (2000) proposed the normalized cut value (Ncut value) to avoid the 

undesired solution. The Ncut value can be formulated as follows. 
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Here, Ai id  and Bi id  express the sum of the weighted degrees of vertexes 

belonging respectively to sets A and B. They represent the respective cluster sizes of A and B. 

It is noteworthy that the numerator in the first term (second term) of the right-hand side of eq. 

(7) coincides with the first term (second term) of eq. (6). Therefore, in eq. (7), the clustering 

problem is to find the two sets A and B such that not only the cut value (the numerator) is 

minimized but also the sizes of both clusters (the denominator) are maximized simultaneously. 

This optimization problem implies, in terms of the economy, that sectors having trade 

relations that are under strong pressure from oil price increases belong to the same cluster. 

However, this problem is well known as an NP-complete problem. Then, Shi and Malik 

(2000) converted the indicator vector  ixx  in the eq. (7) into     xixiy  b  

where  


Bi iAi i ddb  is the size of cluster A relative to the size of cluster B, and i is 

the vector of unities and transformed eq. (7) into the following equivalent optimization 

problem (see p.890 of Shi and Malik (2000) for more details). 
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Here, superscript T denotes the transpose of the vector, D is the diagonal matrix whose 

diagonal elements are weighted degrees di, and 
*

QD   is often called a Laplacian matrix 

(see von Luxbrug, 2007). It is noteworthy that the Laplacian matrix *QD  can also be 

reformulated as TGEG , where G is the rotation matrix whose rows are indexed by the 

vertices and the whose columns are indexed by the edges such that each column 

corresponding to an edge (i, j) has an entry 1 in the row corresponding to i, an entry -1 in the 

row corresponding to j, and has zeros otherwise. In addition, E is the diagonal matrix whose 

k
th

 diagonal element is the weight of k
th

 edge between vertices i and j (see Chung, 1997). 

Consequently, we have the following relation:    
2

T * T T
y D Q y y GEG y   



*

ij i j

i j

q y y . If yi 

is relaxed to take on „real value‟, then eq. (8) engenders the Rayleigh quotient of the 
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generalized eigenvalue problem   DyyQD  * , where   is the eigenvalue (see chapter 7 

of Bellman (1997) for the Rayleigh quotient). It is evident that the smallest eigenvalue of the 

generalized eigenvalue problem is 0 and the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest 

eigenvalue is the unity vector i because, from the definitions of D and Q
*
, we have 

 *
D Q i Di 0   , where 0 is the null vector. Accordingly, the optimum solution of the 

generalized eigenvalue problem with the constraint y
T
Di=0 is the eigenvector corresponding 

to the second smallest eigenvalue. Considering two important features of the generalized 

eigenvalue problem––that the second eigenvector values corresponding to the vertices which 

belong to the same cluster take similar values and that the weighted average of the second 

eigenvector values is zero from the constraint y
T
Di=0––it can be understood that a network is 

partitioned into two sub-networks using information related to the sign of the second 

eigenvector values. More concretely, the vertices with the positive (negative) eigenvector 

values are grouped as a cluster. However, an important problem is that even if the graph is 

partitioned, the Ncut value might not be minimized. In this study, as in Shi and Malik (2000), 

we bi-partitioned the graph by finding the splitting point of the second eigenvector values 

such that Ncut is minimized. Industrial clusters with the higher oil price pressure were 

detected by recursively using the bipartition method (see Kagawa et al. (2010) for a detailed 

explanation of the algorithm of the recursive bipartition). The detected clusters are named a 

representative sector, which has the largest degree (i.e. the largest oil price pressure) in the 

cluster in question. 

 

2.3 Structural Decomposition Analysis 

According to structural decomposition analysis (Dietzenbacher and Los, 1997, 1998), 

*

90

*

00

* ddd
ppp  ––which represents the changes in the price vector of domestic goods and 

service, and which is affected by the oil price increase (as indicated in Eq. (1)) that occurred 

during 1990–2000––can be decomposed into four effects as shown in Eq. (9) below: the 

effect of *

90

*

00

* mmm
ppp  , which are changes in the import prices; the effect of 

00 90A A A  m m m , which are changes in the import coefficient; the effect of 9000 vvv  , 

which are changes in the value added coefficient, and the effect of 
00 90L L L   , which are 

changes in the input coefficient of direct and indirect domestic goods. Because the import 

prices in this study are identical in 1990 and 2000, the effect of changes in the import price is 

zero. 
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where subscripts 90 and 00 respectively denote 1990 and 2000, 90 00

2

A A
A




m m
m , and 

90 00

2

m m
m 


p p
p .  

Moreover, substituting the decomposition formula of the Leontief inverse matrix presented 

by the following Eq. (10) (see Dietzenbacher and Los, 1997, 1998) 

 

 90 00 00 90

1

2
L L A L L A L    d d

   (10) 

 

for the fourth term of the right-hand side of eq. (9) enables estimation of the effects of 

changes in the input structure of domestic goods on the equilibrium price of i
th

 sector, 

 TETE

ipp , as shown in Eq. (11) below. 

 

     TE * *

90 90 90 00 00 00 90 00 00 90

1

4
p p A v p A v L A L L A L       　m m m m d d

 (11) 

 

And, the change of the rate of equilibrium price increase in the entire domestic market caused 

by oil price rise were estimated as shown below from eq. (9) by adding the weight of 

domestic output to *d
p  to obtain the weighted average. 
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   ,   (12) 

where  jω90,90 ω  (  jω00,00 ω ) is the weight row vector indicating the rate of the output 

of sector j in the total output in 1990 (2000), and 9000 ωωω  . We obtained the weight 

row vector by using the sectoral outputs from the 1990 (2000) input-output table. 

This study will analyze, in particular, the effects of changes in the input structure of 

industrial clusters that are affected significantly by pressure from the oil price increase on 

commodity prices. The changes in the input coefficient of all industries that occurred during 

1990–2000 are expressed as 00 90A A A  　d d d
 (i.e.,    00 90  d d d

ij ij ij
a a a ). Therefore, the 

changes in the intermediate input coefficients among the sectors belonging to the k
th

 cluster 

identified in Section 2.2 can be expressed as shown below. 
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Accordingly, as in eq. (11), the effect of changes in the Leontief inverse matrix caused by 

changes in the intermediate input coefficients among the sectors belonging to the k
th

 cluster 

on the equilibrium price of i
th

 sector,  TE, TE,
p  k k

ip , is obtainable from 

 

     TE, * *

90 90 90 00 00 00 90 00 00 90

1

4
p p A v p A v L A L L A L       k m m m m d d

k k .  (14) 
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The effects of changes in the internal input structure of the k
th

 cluster on the rate of price 

increase can be finally estimated as shown below. 

 

kkp TE,TE,
pω ,                                (15) 

 

where,  9090
2

1
ωωω  . 

3. Data 

The data used for this study are from 1990, 1995, and 2000-linked Input–Output Tables 

(395 sectors) published by the Japanese Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications. In 

addition, the crude petroleum and natural gas sector was disaggregated into crude petroleum 

and natural gas sectors using 3EID data of National Institute for Environmental Studies of 

Japan. Energy-related product sectors in eq. (2) are Coal mining, Crude petroleum, Natural 

gas, Petroleum refinery products, Coal products, Electric power for commercial use, On-site 

power generation, Gas supply, and Steam and hot water supply. The other sectors are 

non-energy sectors. 

As in Kagawa et al. (2009), the rate of increase in the crude oil import price index 

(2.563) for 2000–2007 in the time series data of the Import Price Index published by the 

Bank of Japan was used to represent the rate of increase in crude oil import prices. 

Accordingly, the import product price vector, in which the price increase rate during 

2000–2007 is only added to the crude oil sector and the value of the other sectors is zero, is 

set as *

90

m
p  or *

00

m
p . 

 

4. Results and discussion 

To analyze the effects of the crude oil price rise on the commodity prices, we redefined 

))(( 1

* dmm
LAIvApw   in eq. (3) as )( 1

* dmm
LAIApw   by ignoring the value 

added effects and constructed  *d

ij

*d NPNP  in eq. (4) as representing the oil price 

pressures in the payments from non-energy sector i to non-energy sector j and the undirected 

weighted graph  *

ij

* qQ  shown in eq. (5).
1
 The maximum number of sectors comprising 

the cluster was set to 20.
2
 The industrial clusters in 1990 identified using the method in 

                                                   
1
 Vertices corresponding to a total of 14 sectors, including three – Liquid Crystal Elements (#235), Nursing Care (In-home) 

(#357), and Nursing Care (In-facility) (#358) – with zero output because of their nonexistence in 1990, two of scrap and 

byproduct sectors – Steel Scrap (#165) and Non-ferrous Metal Scrap (#179) –, and nine of the energy-related product sectors 

are excluded from the undirected weighted graph  Q * *

ijq . 
2 This study has adopted 20 as the maximum number of sectors constituting a cluster for the purpose of finding the most 

effective unit for adopting energy policy such as providing government subsidies. The sensitivity analysis associated with 

changes in this maximum number will be studied in the future. Setting the maximum number too large would require 
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Section 2.2 were 45. Among these clusters, the first cluster that was firstly detected standing 

out from other industrial clusters, whose normalized cut value is the smallest (1.16), is the 

Marine Fisheries cluster (#1), which consists of seven sectors including #25 Marine Fisheries, 

#26 Marine Culture, #39 Frozen Fish and Shellfish, #40 Salted, Dried or Smoked Seafood, 

#41 Bottled or Canned Seafood, #42 Fish Paste, and #43 Other Processed Seafood (see Fig. 

1.) The line (i.e. edge) thickness represents the strength of the pressure from a rise in the oil 

price; the absence of a line between sectors shows that no oil price pressure exists between 

those sectors. The vertex size signifies the size of the degree within the clusters in the sector. 

In this Fig.1, since #25 Marine Fisheries sector has the maximum degree within the cluster, 

this cluster is called Marine Fisheries cluster in this paper. This Marine Fisheries cluster was 

also detected as the first cluster in 2000 which composes of industrial sectors same with the 

cluster in 1990, in contrast to many other clusters, which suggests that this cluster has a 

strongly-connected input-output structure from the point of view of oil price pressure. 

 

 

Figure 1. Marine fisheries cluster (#1) in 1990. 

 

There are industrial clusters which comprise sectors forming a supply chain of raw 

materials, intermediate products, final products, and service businesses. Examples are the 

Paperboard cluster (#3) (Its constituent sectors are #95 Pulp, #96 Paper, #97 Paperboard, #98 

Corrugated Cardboard, #99 Coated Paper and Building (Construction) Paper, #100 

                                                                                                                                                              
extensive government support, which would not only make budget management difficult, but would create drawbacks from 

the large scale of inter-sectoral collaboration in the industrial clusters. Setting the maximum number too small would only 

require small-scale government support, which, however, would limit the potential of inter-sectoral collaboration in the 

industrial clusters. For this reason, setting an appropriate maximum number is necessary. 

#26 Marine culture

#40 Salted, dried or smoked seafood

#41 Bottled or canned seafood

#25 Marine fisheries

#42 Fish paste

#43 Other processed seafood

#39 Frozen fish and shellfish
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Corrugated Card Board Boxes, #101 Other Paper Containers, #102 Paper Textile for Medical 

Use, #103 Other Pulp, Paper and Processed Paper Products, #104 Newspapers, #106 

Publishing, #319 Packing Services, and #394 Office Supplies) and the Cement cluster (#16) 

(Its constituent sectors are #29 Materials for Ceramics, #30 Gravel and Quarrying, #31 

Crushed Stone, #140 Paving Materials, #152 Cement, #153 Ready Mixed Concrete, #154 

Cement Products, #284 Public Construction of Roads, #285 Public Construction of Rivers, 

Drainages and Others, #286 Agricultural Public Construction, #287 Railway Construction, 

#288 Electric Power Facilities Construction, And #290 Other Civil Engineering and 

Construction). Figures 2 and 3 respectively depict the Paperboard cluster and the Cement 

cluster in 1990. The sectors comprising these clusters would not be grouped together based 

on the Standard Industrial Classification. Industrial alliances using aggregated industrial 

sectors in JSIC codes that forms groups based on similarity in industrial technology, however, 

differ completely in nature from the industrial alliances through a supply chain from raw 

material exploration to material production and processing, parts production, and final goods. 

The strength of the pressure from the rising oil price is an issue that should be resolved 

through collaborative efforts of the sectors with different technologies. The industrial clusters 

identified in this study are grouped according to the definite criteria of the strength of 

economic transactions involving the oil price pressure (see eq. (7)), which are thereby related 

to the supply chains. We found the clear difference between the constituent sectors of 

industrial clusters detected in this study and the Standard Industrial Classification and 

proposed the alternative energy policy units such as Marine Fisheries cluster including 

fisheries sector and food processing sector. 

 

Figure 2. Paperboard cluster (#3) in 1990. 

#106 
Publishing

#97 Paperboard

#103 Other pulp, paper and processed paper …

#96 Paper

#100 Corrugated card board boxes

#98 Corrugated cardboard

#104 Newspaper

#95 Pulp#99 Coated paper and building (construction) …

#102 Paper textile for … 

#319 Packing services

#101 Other paper containers

#394 Office supplies
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Figure 3. Cement cluster (#16) in 1990. 

 

The following describes the results of the structural decomposition analysis. This 

analysis used cluster information acquired using data from the 1990 Input–Output Table. 

First, the change of the rate of equilibrium price increase in the entire economy caused 

by oil price rise was 0034.0*  dp  (see eq. (12)), and the influence of oil price pressure 

on the whole economy was moderated 0.34% during ten years between 1990 and 2000. The 

changes in the input structure of domestic goods and services contributed to reducing the rate 

of price increase influenced by the oil price rise and the effect was 0013.0TE p  (see eq. 

(12)). Similarly, the effect of changes in the import coefficient was 0052.0IG p  (see eq. 

(12)) and the effect of changes in the value added coefficient was 0082.0VA p , revealing 

a contribution of changes in the value added coefficient direction to reduce the impact of 

rising oil prices, in the opposite the changes in the import coefficient increased the impact of 

rising oil prices.
3
 

Secondly, the result of  TETE

ipp  estimated with Eq. (11) indicates how the rate of 

                                                   
3
 In this study, since the intermediate inputs of scraps and byproducts are excluded from the input structure 

and included in the value added category, the total effect *dp  does not coincide with the sum of the four 

effects of IPp , IGp , VAp , and TEp . 

154 Cement products

284 Public construction of roads

#31 Crushed stones

#30 Gravel and quarrying 

#29 Materials for ceramics

#152 Cement

#285 Public construction…

#140 Paving materials

#284 Public construction of roads

#287 Railway construction#288 Electric power facilities …

#290 Other civil engineering and construction

#153 Ready mixed concrete

#286 Agricultural public 
construction

#154 Cement products
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increase in the equilibrium price of i
th

 sector caused by the rising oil price shifted as a result 

of the changes in the input structure of the whole economy. If this value is negative, the rate 

of increase in the commodity price in question would have been lower in 2000 than in 1990 if 

a rise in the oil price equivalent to this oil price surge had occurred both in 1990 and in 2000, 

and vice versa. 

Those sectors indicating a particularly large negative value among all sectors are 

presented in Table 1. From the result, we found that the equilibrium prices of #227 Cellular 

Phones and #223 Personal Computers declined significantly because of changes in the input 

structure of domestic goods and services. This might have resulted from the considerable 

control of the oil price pressure in the electric and machinery sectors enabled by rapid 

technological development and dematerialization through miniaturization. In contrast to 

Table 1, Table 2 presents the high-ranking sectors which have large positive value. From Table 

2, it is remarkable that agriculture, forestry and fisheries sectors and ships sectors have been 

increasingly pressured from the higher oil price. This indicates that the cost structures of 

these sectors need to be monitored carefully. 

Table 1. Top 10 sectors for which the rate of equilibrium price caused by crude oil 

price rises decreases because of input structural change during 1990–2000 

 

Rank No. Sector name Change of the price of the sector 

including oil price pressure by 

structural change during 

1990–2000 

1 227 Cellular phones -3.095 

2 223 Personal computers -1.310 

3 224 Electronic computing equipment 

(except personal computers) 
-0.949 

4 233 Integrated circuits -0.900 

5 220 Video recording and playback equipment -0.716 

6 236 Magnetic tapes and discs -0.474 

7 221 Household air-conditioners  -0.379 

8 181 Optical fiber cables -0.374 

9 162 Ferro alloys -0.341 

10 113 Petrochemical basic products -0.338 
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Table 2. Top 10 sectors for which the rate of equilibrium price caused by crude oil price rises 

increases because of input structural change in 1990–2000 

Rank No. Sector name Change of the price of the sector 

including oil price pressure by 

structural change during 1990–2000 

1 255 Ships (except steel ships)  0.393 

2 276 Tatami (straw matting) and straw products 0.277 

3 71 Organic fertilizers, n.e.c. 0.277 

4 135 Agricultural chemicals 0.249 

5 254 Steel ships 0.240 

6 251 Motor vehicle bodies 0.204 

7 256 Internal combustion engines for vessels 0.200 

8 332 Cable broadcasting 0.196 

9 55 Animal oils and fats 0.195 

10 277 Ordnance 0.171 

Table 3 presents the clusters which has the large negative value of 
kpTE, , the Leontief 

effect caused by the alteration of the intermediate input coefficient belonging to the clusters 

on equilibrium prices. In other words, Table 3 shows the clusters in which the changes in the 

input structures among the constituent sectors during 1990–2000 reduced the rate of price 

increase caused by rising oil prices. These clusters are mainly manufacturing clusters such as 

Cement cluster (#16), Household air-conditioners cluster (#34), Industrial Soda Chemicals 

cluster (#39). Research and Development cluster (#5), which most significantly reduces the 

effects on the whole economy is also dominated by manufacturing sectors. Figure 4 portrays a 

diagram of the Research and Development cluster detected using the 1990 Input–Output 

Table. Figure 5 is a diagram of the same cluster in 2000. Comparison of these two diagrams 

reveals narrowing of the lines among sectors––a decrease in the pressure from oil price 

increase––during 1990–2000. Substantial reduction in the pressure between #347 Research 

and Development and #223 Personal Computers, #224 Electronic Computing Equipment 

(except personal computers), and #227 Cellular phones is evident. Decrease in the pressure 

between #347 Research and Development and #227 Cellular Phones was particularly large, 

and the pressure decreased to approximately one-eleventh during 1990–2000. This might 

reflect the lower demand for Research and Development sector in Cellular phone sector and a 

decline in the pressure of Cellular phone sector itself attributable to its miniaturization and 

dematerialization. Consequently, the pressure from the rise in the oil price in this cluster 

decreased to approximately a third during 1990–2000. Furthermore, the marked easing of 

influence of the oil price increase on the whole economy achieved by this cluster is facilitated 

by the close trading relations of #347 Research and Development with a broad spectrum of 
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other sectors.
4
 In other words, the oil price pressure reduced in this cluster spreads more 

widely to the entire economy through trading relations with other sectors. 

Table 4 presents the high-ranking clusters in which the changes in the input structure 

during 1990–2000 increased the rate of price increase caused by the rise in oil prices. These 

clusters require attention because they include many service businesses such as Other 

business services cluster (#26), Wholesale trade cluster (#35) and Water supply cluster (#42). 

Figures 6 and 7 respectively represent the diagrams of the Other Business Services cluster in 

1990 and 2000 whose input structural changes increased the rate of price increase attributable 

to the rising crude oil price to the largest. These diagrams present a particularly large increase 

in the pressure between #362 Information Services and the other sectors. Actually, #372 

Other Business Services, in which the total pressure with other sectors in this cluster 

comprise slightly less than 30% of all pressure in this cluster, reduced its pressure with other 

sectors to approximately 70% during 1990–2000, whereas #362 Information Services 

comprising 10% of the pressure in this cluster increased the pressure with other sectors to 

approximately 1.2 times. This increase can be considered to reflect the increased demand for 

information services to accommodate the rapid progress of advanced information society. As 

a results, the pressure in this cluster increased by approximately 10% during 1990–2000. 

For the Aluminum cluster (#7) (see Fig. 8), because most constituent sectors of the 

cluster are automobile-related sectors, cooperation provided by the automobile sector such as 

joint investment and development not only for the energy conservation in the manufacturing 

process of aluminum products such as aluminum wheels required in automobile 

manufacturing, but for new material development using aluminum requiring less 

environmental burden would be an effective in easing the impact on the whole economy. 

 

Table 3. Top 5 clusters decreasing the rate of the price increase because of oil price rise  

by input structural change within the cluster during 1990–2000 

Rank Industrial cluster name 

Crude oil rise influence on the 

inflation rate by structural change 

in the cluster during 1990–2000 

 1 Research and development cluster (#5) -0.00766 

2 Cement cluster (#16) -0.00083 

3 Household air-conditioners cluster (#34) -0.00078 

4 Industrial soda chemicals cluster (#9) -0.00077 

5 Printing, plate making, and book binding 

cluster (#39) 
-0.00077 

 

                                                   
4 According to Kagawa et al. (2009), the size of the outdegree of #347 Research and Development Cluster sector, which 

functions as an indicator of how many sectors are affected by the increase in the oil price, ranked fourth among the 395 

sectors (in the structure of year 2000). 
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Table 4. Top 5 clusters increasing the rate of the price increase because of oil price rise 

by input structural change in the cluster during 1990–2000 

Rank Industrial cluster name 

Crude oil rise influence on the 

inflation rate by structural change 

in the cluster during 1990–2000 

 1 Other business services cluster (#26) 0.00295 

2 Wholesale trade cluster (#35) 0.00114 

3 Water supply cluster (#42) 0.00087 

4 Aluminum cluster (#7) 0.00074 

5 Pig iron cluster (#30) 0.00056 

 

Figure 4. Research and development cluster in 1990. 

  

Figure 5. Research and development cluster in 2000. 
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#223 Personal computers
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#232 Semiconductor devices

#231 Electric measuring instruments
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#237 Other electronic components
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#216 Other office machines
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Figure 6. Other business services cluster in 1990. 

 

Figure 7. Other business services cluster in 2000. 
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#353 Social insurance (public)#362 Information services
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Figure 8.Aluminum cluster in 1990. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a detection method reconciling input–output price analysis with 

spectral graph analysis and demonstrated that industrial clusters with strong oil price pressure 

have a sector composition that differs considerably from the Japan Standard Industrial 

Classification. Some clusters are formed as a supply chain, which could not be grouped 

together according to the Standard Industrial Classification. For situations in which the efforts 

of individual companies and industries are reaching their limit, measures must be taken using 

units that are based not only on similarity in production technology but on the criteria that are 

defined by factors related to demand and supply relations and issues (e.g. the strength of 

economic relations involving oil price pressure) in an attempt to achieve more efficient 

reduction of the pressure from the rising oil price and effective use of crude oil. The industrial 

clusters identified in this study represent one form of policy unit. The clustering method 

formulated in this study is also effective for detecting the CO2 intensive, energy intensive, and 

resource intensive industrial groups.  

Another important finding was that the changes in the input structure of domestic goods 

and services during 1990–2000 eased the impact of the oil price increase throughout the 

whole economy. Especially, the Research and Development cluster, Cement cluster, Industrial 

Soda Chemicals cluster, and Printing, Plate Making and Book Binding cluster contributed to 

reducing the effect of the increasing oil price because of internal structural changes within the 

clusters. Among them, the Research and Development cluster was composed of many electric 

and machinery sectors, whose input structural changes causing a decrease in the oil price 

#250 Two-wheel motor vehicles#184 Non-ferrous metal castings …

#183 Rolled and drawn aluminum#252 Internal combustion engines for …

#246 Electrical equipment for internal combustion …

#177 Aluminum (inc. regenerated aluminum)
#248 Passenger 
motor cars

#253 Motor vehicle parts and accessories

#249 Trucks, buses and other cars

#183 Rolled and drawn aluminum
#183 Rolled and drawn aluminum#183 Rolled and drawn aluminum
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pressure contribute greatly to the reduction of the effects on the economy. Conversely, the 

Other Business Services cluster and Water Supply cluster increased the effects of the oil price 

rise on the economy because of inputl structural changes within the clusters during 

1990–2000. The former was increased the pressure within the cluster and influence on the 

other clusters through the development of advanced information society in Japan. 

At present, when economic transactions are forming complex networks, reducing the use 

of crude oil is not an issue that affects only a single sector or industry. Forming an alliance of 

the industrial clusters identified in this study enables the efficient reduction of oil price 

pressures. Analyzing the changes occurring over time such as an increase and decrease in the 

oil price pressure using units called industrial clusters enables identification and sharing of 

responsibilities. For instance, in a cluster in which the oil price pressure is neither decreasing 

nor increasing, transactions with sectors under substantial oil price pressure and sectors in 

which the oil price pressure is not changing or increasing are identifiable as targets for 

improvement. Furthermore, cooperation among sectors belonging to the same cluster would 

be effective for such improvement. 
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